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transfer Q is spacelike. It is then always possible to
find an infinite-momentum frame in which Q is purely
transverse.
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We present a class of interferenee models with good analytic properties, arbitrary tra-
jectory functions, no ancestors or ghosts, and a fair amount of freedom remaining. Asymp-
totics are good for bounded trajectories; for linearly rising trajectories there is trouble in
one direction. As an example we do a small calculation on X gem.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the current state of the art of high-energy
theory, many problems come down to constructing
a model amplitude after one has extracted the
known kinematic, spin and internal-symmetry
factors. One tries to put in as many of the basics
as possible —Lorentz invariance, analyticity,
crossing symmetry, unitarity, Regge asymptotics
—and one always has to vio1.ate one or more of
these. This leads to various compromises, where
one builds in some features and either ignores
others (hopefully only temporarily) or tries to
satisfy the others in some approximate sense.

One can also have a general scheme —e.g.,
Regge-cut machines, "eikonal generators, "
multi-Regge equations''- in which one uses a
basic model amplitude as an input to obtain a
"better" output. Ultimately, of course, one wants
to do a comparison with the experimental data,
but this is usually done by starting from a model

with good general properties and a small number
of arbitrary parameters, and then juggling param-
eters to obtain the best possible fit to the data.

There are almost as many theoretical models as
there are theorists, but in the last few years the
bulk of the models has concentrated on crossing
symmetry, duality, and narrow-resonance approxi-
mations. ' One of the more critical diseases of
these models is their difficulty in moving away
from the narrow-resonance approximation. If one
tries to use a complex trajectory function in order
that resonances may have nonzero widths, one
runs into the problem of "ancestors" —the reso-
nance is predicted to occur in all partial waves
at the same energy. It was in looking for ways
around this difficulty that we came up with the
model class to be described in detail in Sec. II.
Other workers' have also found solutions to the
ancestor problem, usually in the context of dual
models. They have trouble with asymptotics, as
we do also; they also have what are to our minds
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complicated and restrictive representations.
Basically, our models can be taken as pieces

of an interference model, possibly symmetrized
for crossing, or as input in one of the model-
modifying machines, or directly in the same way
that Regge models are used for phenomenology.
The good features are that an arbitrary trajectory
function can be used with no resulting ancestors
(nor daughters, nor ghosts if desired), analytic
properties are good, asymptotics are good almost
everywhere, and there remains a great deal of
freedom left in the functional forms. Bad features
include the explicit lack of "atonous duality, '"
provided one believes that is significant; the non-
unitary nature common to most recent models,
and the possible trouble with asymptotics in one
region. In regard to the last and the first, Jengo'
has shown that essentially any reasonable ampli-
tude can be written in an interference form: The
total amplitude is a sum of individual amplitudes,
each of which has poles in one variable, Regge
asymptotics in another, and goes to zero faster
than any power in all directions other than the one
which has Regge asymptotics. Clearly, our ampli-
tude class is not yet of this type, but we believe
it is interesting enough in its own right to be
worth considering.

In Sec. III we do a small calculation on X' decay
and compare with Moffat's' model and the data.

H. THE MODELS

~( ~) gf. (ct)t"„,r(n+1) ' (2)

We wish to consider models of the type

'
K

" 'f(c(, t)C
(1-xg) '

where we have in mind the identification o(= o((s)
or o.(t) and x = s/s, or t/t„and where s, (t,) are
the appropriate thresholds. This form is only de-
fined for Ren & 0 and must be continued to other
values. f(n, g) is analytic at g =0 and entire in

n; P is arbitrary and can be chosen to suit one' s
convenience. A full amplitude would be a combina-
tion of forms of the type of Eq. (1).

The analytic properties are straightforward;
there is a cut in x from 1 to ~, and if n is bounded
and satisfies a dispersion relation then I has a
Mandelstam representation. Because of the good
analytic properties, satisfaction of analyticity-de-
rived relations such as finite-energy sum rules
will be automatic if asymptotics are correct.
There are poles in a at the integers, whose resi-
dues are determined by the derivatives of f (n, g)
at the origin. Let, for ~g(&e, f(cl., s) have the
convergent representation

Then, the poles in n come only from the neighbor-
hood of g =0, and we can legitimately use Eq. (2)
in Eq. (1), throwing away the integral from e to 1
to evaluate (by continuing from Ren &0 to Ren &0)

) ( ) p f (N)I(P+v)z
, , r(v+1)r(N- v+1)r(P)

C „P„(z)= C „F(-N,N + 1, 1, (1 —z)/z }
r(N+1+ v)"~r(a+I —v)r(v+1)' s„—4)

(4)

Comparing Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) we see that we want

n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N . (5)

If we take this form for all n, this implies

C„(v„)-"r(1+2N}r(p)
I'(N+ 1)r(N+ P)

x F( N, 1 —P -N, -2N-, —vg), (6)

where v= (s —4)/4 and F is the usual hypergeome-
tric function. We now want to generalize Eq. (6}
to arbitrary e; the simplest way is just to replace
N by n and v~ by v." However, this will result
in a form with unwanted poles in n, and a cut in s
going down from 4. A form which has good n-
dependence and reduces to Eq. (6) at positive
integers is

%'e see immediately that the residue at n =N is a
polynomial of degree N in x, that it depends on
only the first N partial derivatives of f with re-
spect to g evaluated at o. =N, and that if we choose
these derivatives correctly we can obtain any poly-
nomial of degree N. Thus we automatically have
no ancestors, and we can choose the residues to
be zero or positive quantities times Legendre
polynomials' in cos0, thus specifying a11 parent
and daughter widths and eliminating ghosts. Of
course, for a given specification one has to check
back and see that f (o, , g) will actually exist.

As an example, let us take the case of equal
mass (m = 1) scattering, so that x = t/4 and cos8
=—z=l+2t/(s —4). If we want the resonance at
o.(s„)=N (on the second sheet) to be just in the
Nth partial wave, i.e., no daughters, then we
want the residue to be
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C(n)r(p)vm (-v/4) "
r(o. +p)r(-,' —o. )

x F( cv—» 1 —p —cR» —2o»» —vg ) .

Lest this look terribly exotic, we should mention
that for P = —,

' we have

f(o., g) =C(n) cosvo. (-v/4) "

X
»» (1+»»)~'

)
'"' '

(1+v&P&2

and F(o., x) is just the old strip-approximation
function, "which was constructed precisely for
its nice analytic properties. "

Returning to a consideration of Eq. (3), since
at a =N we only need to specify the first N deriva-
tives of f, we are free to make the replacement

f„(n) -f„(n) +g„(o )/r(n —n) .

When this second term is substituted back into
Eq. (1), we obtain

~ „g(o., g)F(I, P, -o., (1-g)x/(x - I))
(1 —g)""(1-x)'r(- o.)

(8)

where g(o. , g) is expanded as in Eq. (2). The func-
tion G(n, x) has no poles in o. , as the behavior of
the integrand near & = 1 is in fact regular as z
goes to an integer. The function g(n, r) need only
be analytic in a neighborhood of P =0 and entire in

n; it is otherwise arbitrary.
Let us now turn our attention to the x behavior

in Eq. (1). There is a cut in x from 1 to ~, and

by continuing the representation to values of x
greater than 1, we find the discontinuity as

F(x+ie) —F(x-ie) =2isinvP 's df.'f(~, c)-
xg —1)'

In order to find the behavior of the discontinuity as
x- 1 [which should be as (x —1)~' for a unitarized
phase shift], we need to know what f(n, g} looks
like near 1. If f(o., f) (I —r)~-as f- I, then the
discontinuity -(x —1)& ' '. In our example in Sec.
III we shall choose y = P ——,'.

For the asymptotics in x, we first notice that
for & &e&0 in the integration in Eq. (1), as )x~-~
this piece of F(o., x) will behave like

~

x~-s. In
fact, if Re(n+ p) & 0, F itself will behave this way.
However, for Re(o. +P}&0, which we will hence-
forth assume, the behavior of the integrand near
& =0, which also controls the poles in a, will con-
trol the asymptotic behavior in x at fixed n. This
is, of course, not unexpected, since this is pre-
cisely the usual Regge-pole connection. Roughly
speaking, only the region f- 1/x becomes signifi-
cant.

The result is that
~
F )

-)x~" as
~ x( -~. In parti-

cular, as x-~+i@ with o, fixed and (c. +P) &0

x"f(a., 0)r(p+ o)F(n, x)-
( ) (1 )

s(i-cotwn).

This is, including the phase factor, , the usual
Regge result.

The asymptotic behavior in the other variable
is much more complicated, and depends on the
specific form chosen. Of course, if o.(s} is bound-

ed, then the asymptotics are easy, since we need
only continue F to the value for n(~). However,
in the currently favored'4 case of infinitely rising
trajectories we must find the continQations to the
whole n plane. Generally speaking, for a —-~
the form of Eq. (1) should be suitable, and sug-
gests a power-law decrease. Specifically, if
f(n, g)- f(o)(1 —f)& as f-1, and further f(o, g)
is well behaved in g for all a, then because of the
factor &

' only the region near & = 1 will con-
tribute to the leading asymptotics and

F(o., x) - (-n) -
& -'(1 —x)- r(y+ 1)f(o')

as e--~, x fixed. For ~-+~, in order to do
the continuation one can write the integration in
Eq. (1) as a contour looping around the origin
where one picks up a phase contribution e "'
from one side; then open up the contour, using
e -+~ to eliminate contributions from the infinite
semicircles; and have remaining integrations over
the other cuts. These integrations will usually be
suitable for the limit a -+~. Our experience
seems to indicate that the limit which will give
the most trouble is n -+~ simultaneously with

~QQ

Two other brief comments before we go on to
our example: First, as is clear from the asymp-
totics for fixed e and large x, when x is the
momentum-transfer variable F(o., x) will in gen-
eral have Regge poles at e, e - 1, . . . , and fixed
poles at -p, -p —1. Second, if one tries to con-
struct a f(a, &) such that F is symmetric, i»e. ,

F(o'(y) x)=F(&(x),y),

then as x- s„so that o (x) =N, there is a pole in x.
When we continue F(n(y}, x) to the same point,
it must also have a pole, and hence f(n, g) must
have a branch point, independent of the value of
o., at /=1/s„. If n is a rising trajectory, so that
ss-~ (as N-~), this means that f(n, g) must
have an essential singularity at the origin, in con-
tradiction to our initial assumptions.

III. A SAMPLE CALCULATION

%'e wish to choose a simple form of the ampli-
tude to describe X'- gwz in the same way as Love-
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r(1 —n(s)) r(1 —n(t))
I'(2 —n (s) —I'(t)) (10)

whereas the Moen and Moffat amplitude was

F(, t), . ( — ( ))( .+ 't)
(11)r(-,' —n(s))

In line with our earlier comments on the x discon-
tinuity, we shall choose f(n, P) =(1 —P)2 ~2 in
order to have a modicum of unitarity. This is
about the simplest form, and clearly it could be
modified extensively, for example by multiplying

f(n, f) by a polynomial in g with arbitrary coeffi-
cients [this is equivalent to adding satellites for
a form like Eq. (10)]. Thus, with n =n(s) and x
= t/t„

F(s, t) = F(n, x)

lace" and subsequently other authors" applied the
off-mass-shell continuation of gg scattering to
K-3p, q —m'g g, and pn-g'm g in a Veneziano"
model; and as Moen and Moffat' applied continua-
tions of their model of mm to X'w, qm and thence to
X'-pm'. After completion of this work, we re-
ceived a report by Sivers" which casts doubt on
the whole final-state-interaction approach to this
problem; so our result should be taken more as a
comparison with other models to show that this,
too, is a not unreasonable amplitude rather than
as an actual data prediction.

The mm scattering amplitude in all the above
studies is written as a, linear combination of F(s, t),
F(s, u), F(t, u), F(t, s), F(u, s), and F(u, t} with co-
efficients restricted by isospin and crossing. For
comparison, the basic amplitude used, by Lovelace
was

r(1 —n(s)) r(1 —n(t))
r(1 —n (s) —n (t)}

(a) «ixed, Ixl —,F-
I
xl" for Re(n+ p}&0

- lxl-~ for Re(n+p) & 0,

(b) x fixed, n--~,

(c) x fixed, n-~,
Or X~ —O Q~+oo

(d) x-+~ n--~
Ixl" n'-'+ lxl-'n-' ~',

The first term gives Regge asymptotics and all
other terms give fixed poles except (c). One way
to overcome this is to restrict the model to non-
infinitely rising trajectories. Another method is
to include a convergence factor in F(s, t) to both
improve the asymptotic behavior and fit the X
-pm' data, although a certain simplicity in the
model is lost.

The model is now constrained further to give
results for the particular reaction X'- gym, and
we shall see that it gives a good fit to the data.
The pion is continued off the mass shell to the X'
(or 11) mass, allowing P to be possibly a function
of m, . For X'lj (or 1)m) scattering, the amplitude
must be s-u symmetric, and only even-signature
trajectories contribute. Furthermore, since the
A2 is exchanged in the s and u channels and the f,
in the t channel, the trajectory used is the p tra-
jectory, '"

The hypergeometric function and its continuations
are well known, "and we can explicitly evaluate
all of the asymptotic limits [the analytic and pole
residue properties are evident in Eq. (12)]. One

point on which one has to be careful is the evalua-
tion of limits (n -+~) inside a hypergeometric
series, as lack of uniform convergence can make
the results misleading. The relevant results are

n(s) =0.4 38+0. 858s i+0.24(s -4m, ')'". (14)

r(-n)r(p+ —,')
r —n+ 21

(12)

Imposing s-u symmetry (unequal-mass scatter-
ing) gives the amplitude for X'2 scattering (and
similarly for lt2w scattering):

I' t I'
Axo„(s, t, u) =b }, [F(p, -n(t), p —n(t)+ —,', s/so)+@p, n(t), p —n(t-)+»u/uo)], (15)

where s, = u, = (m~+ m„)'. The parameter P may be chosen to satisfy the Adler" condition when one of the
pions is taken off the mass shell and its four-momentum tends to zero; b is a constant.

Now, the amplitude for X'- gem is obtained by continuing one X' off shell to the g mass in X m scatter-
ing, or by continuing one li off shell to the X mass in q2 scattering. In either case, t1, P, s„andu, may
change, but otherwise the amplitude stays essentially the same. Note, however, that the continuation from
X'2 scattering gives the thresholds s, = u, = (m~+ m, )' whereas that from qw scattering gives s, = u,
= (m„+ m, )'. Thus to incorporate both thresholds in the amplitude, the sum of the terms is taken:
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„„(s,t, u. ) =A ', ' [E(p, , -n(t), p, —n(t)+-,', s/s„)+F(p, , -n(t), p, —a(t)+-, , u/u„)]
l'(-n(t)}l'(P + )I', -nt +—'

+&
& t

', [F(p, , -n(t), p, —n(t)+ —,', s/s»}+Qp„n-(t), p2 —n(t)+~2, u/u„}],
r'( n(t)) r(p, +-,')I', -nt + —,

'

where

s„=u„= (m 0+ m„)',

s»: u»: (m~ + mv)

The absence of a 0' resonance in the Dalitz plot"
at the mass of the p imposes no further restric-
tion; it has already been removed. P, and P, ap-
proximately satisfy the Adler condition for s = m„',
u = m~', t = m, '. p, is chosen such that the first
two terms equal zero; however, the fourth term
with u/u„ in this region is unphysical, so P, is
chosen so as to minimize the modulus of the sum
of the second two terms. At P, the sum is less
than one fifth of its minimum value contributing

7t
™

TJ (17)

to the Dalitz plot. The justification for breaking
the terms up in this manner stems from the fact
that the amplitude for X'm scattering, except for
different masses, is the first two terms, and
there P is chosen to satisfy the Adler condition for
those two terms alone. A similar situation holds
for qv scattering. The values used were P, =0 015.
and p, =0.009, calculated for n=0.51.

The modulus squared of the amplitude was used
to calculate the Dalitz plot for X'- qnm; A and B
were found by fitting the calculated distribution in
normalized kinetic-energy T „coordinate

2.0

l5—

X ~ 'f 77'7T

with the experimental data" and with Moen and
Moffat' (see Fig. 1). The values found were ap-
proximately A = -0.8 B=+1.0. It should be noted
that A. and B are the only parameters fit by the
data; other parameters are determined before this
point. Figure 2 shows the angular dependence of
the decay as a function of icos8i; 0 is the angle
between the g momentum in the X' center-of-mass

IO—

X ~q vr'vr

0.5—

L
D

Xl

I

—I.O
I

—0.6
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FIG. 1. Distribution divided by phase space in normal-
ized kinetic-energy T coordinate

Tl

2m +m
Y + 1) T 1

m~Q

0.5

icos ei

I.O

The solid curve represents the present model, the dashed
curve, that of Moen and Moffat (Ref. 9). The data are
from Ref. 22.

FIG. 2. The angular dependence of the matrix element
squared versus

~

oos 0I; tt is the angle between the g mo-
mentum in the X center-of-mass frame and the n+ mo-
mentum in the dipion rest frame.
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frame and the n' momentum in the dipion rest
frame. As can be seen from the figures, this
model gives essentially the same curves as

Moffat' s model, and we would expect that in other
reactions we would also be able to get reasonable
results.
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The second-order weak amplitude forK& m e e has a finite imaginary part arising from
the presence of a 7rv intermediate state in the channels X2+e' xo+e~, which we calculate
in terms of the amplitudes forK& x~e v and 7r~ x e~ v. The real part is determined by
means of a dispersion relation, and the result converges for a simple choice of the K2,3 and

~~3 form factors.

A major unknown in weak-interaction physics is
the magnitude and structure of amplitudes that are
second-order in the Fermi constant G. In a re-
cent survey of the experimental possibilities in
this fieM, ' the decay K,- n e'e has been spot-
lighted as a promising reaction in which to look
for such higher-order effects. Vfe describe here

a calculation of the second-order weak amplitude
for K,- n e'e . In the limit in which the effects
of strong interaction are ignored, the amplitude
diverges logarithmically. Inclusion of the strong-
interaction effects in a reasonable way leads to
a finite result.

We denote the momenta of the reaction by


